
  

 

 

 

                                                                                 

  

 

Croydon Scouting working together and 
putting the ‘OUT’ back into Scouting 

 
Special Report – 30th Purley (Masjid) Scout Group 
Crikey, 6:30am alarm on a Saturday is not an easy rise, but when you know you have 29 Scouts and many Leaders who will be 

waiting to meet at 7:30am for our Cruisers coach to Lee Valley Stadium then there is a true purpose behind jumping out of bed 

straight away.  So after a super efficient morning routine for Saf / Wifey / Akela and myself we woke our own Beaver Rayaan and 

Cub Ayaan from their slumber to remain “on track” for the rendezvous with our Olympians. 

 

This was our first coach journey together as a Group and special thanks to the Executive Committee who kindly contributed towards 

the costs to supplement the parent pot.  It would be fair to say that Cruisers didn’t disappoint with a luxury coach and Mat (with one 

’t’) the smiley driver. 

 

We arrived at Lee Valley on time and the benefit of arriving on coach as a Group meant that we were fast tracked straight into the 

arena to be seated ready for the opening ceremony.  Sam (Bukhari Troop Leader) represented the Group in the line up of 19 Muslim 

Scout groups from the South. British track star Dwain Chambers was a guest speaker and provided us with some extra motivation 

and inspiration by bringing his young academy athletes along. 

 

After a short prayer, the games were officially underway with 700 Young People eager to compete.  This was a completely new 

experience for most of the Young People.  The day was filled with activities such relay races (4 x 50m), sprints, hurdles, long distance 

(800m), sumo wrestling, three legged race, sack race, archery, shot put just to name a few.  Despite the long day, we were immensely 

proud of all of them for how they conducted themselves and giving their all in the activities; a record medal haul for us with some 

who came close, but everyone of them were superstars in our eyes. 

 

The Beavers relay was a highlight for me seeing them contest the 4 x 50m.  We had two sprinters who both wanted to run the first 

leg but then we reached agreement that the final leg was equally important for speed and so with the legs agreed they lined up in 

their positions with seconds to go to my huge relief.  To my amazement, what happened next was magical and a delight to 

witness.  They won the heat by a long way and would have been in the finals but for us not realising one of them had just turned 8 

and so officially a Cub. 

 

Another highlight was the tug of war final which was a proud moment for all as the Bukhari Troop reached the final for 

the first time.  Very proud that they gave it their best and won Silver in a hard fought contest. 

 

The teamwork, camaraderie and enjoyment was evident on our first group event post lockdown and after such a long time doing 

Zoom meetings.  We certainly got back to putting the OUT back into ScOUTing.  Bubbles (Beaver Leader) represented the Group at 

the closing ceremony and brought the curtain down on what was one of the proudest moments for all the Leadership team and a real 
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pleasure to have been part of on this memorable day.  Huge thank you to the Leaders without which we cannot do these trips. 

 

• Muslim Scouting Fellowship and the 100 organising volunteers 

• Sam for coming despite having a 4 hour drive to Wales 

• Sister Saeeda for helping on the day too despite delayed holiday plans 

• Ikki (Javied) for his committed help and support always to the team and in encouraging the Cubs 

• Baloo (Sister Zeba) for stepping in last minute to lead the Zaytoun Troop with great enthusiasm 

• Bubbles (Sister Shabana) for being “Bubbles”, making a banner for the group and representing us at the closing ceremony 7th place 

out of 19 Groups 

• Akela / Sadef / Wifey for being the energy behind the group and for all the planning and Leadership behind the scenes and for huge 

support to me as my AGSL 

 

The medalists who brought home the Beavers & Scouts 5 Bronze Medals, Cubs & Scouts 6 Silver Medals & Scouts 2 Gold Medals. 

 

Each of the Young People 

were winners - because 

they took part and didn’t 

quit; “quitters never win 

and winners never quit”. 

All the Young People 

supported each other and 

encouraged which was 

amazing to witness. The 

team spirit and harmony 

was so amazing.  

 

We arrived back in Purley 

safe and sound at 8:30pm; 

13 hours after we left that 

morning with a whole set 

of unforgettable 

experiences and 

memories. The Young 

People were all a credit to 

the Group.  A final thank 

you to the parents for 

bringing up such strong 

and  resilient children who 

will hopefully remember 

this day for a very long 

time. 

 

Kind regards, 

  

Assim Khokhar 

30th Purley | GSL 

 

  

                                                                  

 
~Croydon Scouting bringing communities together~        


